The defense industry continues its consolidation and United Defense stands out as the premier systems integrator and manufacturer of ground combat systems. For more than a century, we have provided innovative design, reliable engineering and high-quality products.

Although the United Defense name is new on the scene our roots are deeply embedded in defense. FMC and BMY, partners in United Defense, each have long and successful histories of producing products for American and Allied armed forces. Some are the Bradley Fighting Vehicle, the Mk 45 Naval Gun, the Paladin Self-Propelled Howitzer, the Mk 41 Vertical Launch System, the Armored Gun System and others pictured above.

A prime source of equipment and technology, United Defense is also demonstrating the capability to upgrade, overhaul, and convert older systems for new purposes and extended use. United Defense continues to provide cost effective engineering solutions and is leading the effort to "digitize" the battlefield.

United Defense is prepared to meet new challenges and has made a commitment to provide quality defense products and services now and into the future.